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We can see a small devices on which complicated algorithm was implemented. The health care applica-
tions become increasingly sophisticated. In the case of nursing care or medical examination, when gathering 
health care information efficiently, such application is very useful if we can use a mobile network. Therefore, 
by this article, I propose and construct a pedometer measurement system on mobile ad-hoc network. The 
aim of this project is an easy health care by using acceleration sensors as an example of the health care applica-
tion. The system which we constructed can measure much health care information of many people simultane-
ously in realtime, because the Sun SPOT enables multi-hop communication. Some experimental results show 
almost all the same performance of a traditional pedometer.





































































Sun SPOT?Sun Small Programmable Object Tech-






SPOT???????? 3.7 V 720 mAh??????
?????????????????????????
????180 MHz? 32 bit ARM CPU??? 512 KB
? RAM? 4 MB????????????????
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?? ?????? a ≤ G?0.1?
2.?a>G?? a>apre???
? ?????? a ≥ G+0.1?? a?apre>0.2?
3.? ???????????? (300 msec????
??? 2.????????????????1.?
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? 1 : ???????????
??? : ?? ?? ????
??? 163.46 2.87
??? 163.78 3.05
Sun SPOT 162.50 3.04
? 2 :  ???????????????
??? : ?? ?? ????
??? 160.93 3.48
??? 161.33 4.10
Sun SPOT 159.72 3.25
? 3 : ????????????????????
??? : ?? ?? ????
??? 161.31 3.00
??? 161.46 3.09
Sun SPOT 160.85 3.07
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